TRAFFIC BLANKET
RSPXG5861 (RE) or (A)

39" X 19"

4 LIGHTING MODES:
1. Arrows flashing in sequence
2. All arrows flashing simultaneously
3. All arrows on at the same time
4. Reflectors only (lights off)

FEATURES:
• 36 super bright red LED bulbs hidden inside water-proof clear cap
• Double function: Lighted warning & reflecting with arrows in reflector
• Flashing or glowing LED light can be seen up to 2500 yards away
• Self-illuminated reflective light can be seen up to 200 yards away
• Water resistant reinforced vinyl design with carrying bag
• Strong magnet & grommet on 4 sides to hang on any place & resist wind
• Standard size: 39" x 19"
• Custom length & width & LED number optional
• Uses 4 - AA battery (batteries not included)

MULTICOLOR BATON
RSPXG408RGB

6 LIGHTING MODES:
1. Red flash
2. Red steady
3. Green flash
4. Green steady
5. Blue flash
6. Blue steady

FEATURES:
• LED will last over 100,000 hours
• Flashing or steady LED light can be seen up to 3000 yds away
• Strong water resistance
• Battery saver, can last up to 240 hours

TRAFFIC BATONS
RSPXG411TWRE (w / flash/light) or RSPXG410RE (w / out flash/light)

13.3" X 1.5"

WITH FLASHLIGHT
4 LIGHTING MODES:
1. Flashlight only
2. Flashlight w/red flashing
3. Red flashing only
4. Steady red light

FEATURES:
• Flashlight, flashlight w/red flashing, Flashing warning & steady light
• Contains 5 super bright LED’s
• 2 - D batteries (not included)

W / OUT FLASHLIGHT
3 LIGHTING MODES:
1. Flashing fast
2. Flashing slow
3. Continuous light

FEATURES:
• Flashing or steady LED light can be seen up to 3000 yards away
• LED color available in Red, Yellow, Blue, Green, & White
• Strong water resistance
• Battery saver, can last up to 240 hours, LED’s over 100,000 hours
• Standard size: 13.3" long x 1.5" wide

COLLAPSIBLE CONE
RCSPXG28L

28" High

FEATURES:
• Reflective tape and lighted
• 360 degree visibility
• Weight is 2.1 Kg
• Base: 32cm x 32cm x 5.5cm

SIZE:
• Standard size 72cm high

HIGWAY FLARE
RSPXG511RE

6 1/2" X 4"

2 LIGHTING MODES:
1. Constant flashing
2. Continuous light

FEATURES:
• Option of red or yellow super bright LED light bulbs
• Red lights = Emergency only / Yellow lights = Warning
• Double function: Flashing warning and steady light
• Flashing or steady LED light can be seen up to 2500 yards away
• Strong magnet and road stand on back side for easy mounting
• Strong water resistance
• Uses 4 - AA batteries (not included)
• Battery saver, can last up to 240 hours
• Standard size is 6.5" x 4"
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